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Editorial...
This \s the part where our respected editors, Adam Hornsey and Adam Brodie-McKenzie, rant about

whatever's on their mind in relation to the current issue. Below \s a welcome from Adam Hornsey and

some food for thought from Adam Brodie-McKenzie as you begin your first year at the ANU. It's a lot of

text.. .but try to give it a read anyway, you might even find it interesting.

Welcome to uni(versity) (from the comfort of your own home), and the official students' magazine of the ANU (this one, named Woroni). It's

customary for lots of people to congratulate you on choosing ANU, or whatever other uni you may have chosen, so I will - congratulations

on choosing ANU, if only because this year we think Woroni will be the best uni magazine in Australia, a position helped by the fact most

of the others call themselves newspapers, and this year we've made a concerted effort to steal all the best bits from the others. My name

is Adam Hornsey, one of the two editors and two Adams in charge of Woroni this year (it's very confusing.) You may ask, 'Adam' (referring

to either myself or my fellow editor), 'I don't know what Woroni means', which is really more of a statement, so you have some serious

grammar problems and probably shouldn't be coming to uni. Besides, nor do we, so if you do, we'd be glad.

Basically what we have tried to do by sending you this issue of Woroni (there's ten more throughout the year) is give you an idea about

us and the ANU Students' Association (SA) (for more information, turn the page(s) - some members of the SA have written a spiel about

themselves.)
There's a lot to do when you first come to uni, particularly if you're from outside Canberra (as I am), more so if you're from overseas, and

Orientation (O) Week (16th-20th February) is a good opportunity to find out what's happening and possibly have some fun as well (but not

too much). Have a look for the 0-week schedule of events on yet another page of this issue and see which ones could be useful such as

'Becoming a Local' on Tuesday or Thursday (my personal favourite, because you can find the location of op shops), 'Surviving the System'
on Wednesday at 12, Market Day on Wednesday, where you can sign up for all the clubs and societies you're unwittingly subsidizing

through your General Services Fee and that you'll probably never use once you've joined, and 'Introduction to University Studies' at 9(am!)
on Friday.

For our part, Woroni, despite attempting to think otherwise, is a very small thing for most people. Most of your time at uni in first year will be

spent socialising and possibly studying - most people don't have a lot to do with the SA (but read on to find out what the SA can do for you).

If you want to get involved in Woroni in any way, feel free, no matter who you are (we'd prefer literacy, but if not, a cartoon-drawing ability

will suffice.) Wordni's slogan is 'Anyone Can Get Involved', which isn't so much a slogan as what we actually think, so come and see us in

the SA building above the Commonwealth Bank, regardless of whether you're an international student or an Australian, a Commerce or Arts

student (we might even help you get a job.) We'll be having a meeting for those interested in working on Woroni this year in 0-week and

we'll have a stall on Market Day, so keep your eyes open if you're anyone who wants to get involved. You can also call us on 6248 7127 or

email: woroni.articlas@anu.-edu.au. UntiJ I next indulge andjtall^fbpwt myself in the 0-week editiom of Woroni. Jh an ks for reading this and

have a good remaiiper of yojtrc holidays, ^w^^^lm N; * lif V:J

This remark was made as a side comment during a linguistics lecture. It was the one and only lecture that I attended for that

class, quickly transferring to something I found more interesting than the construction of sentences. Nevertheless that remark

has stayed in the hack of my mind ever since. ;|
-;

We have passed a crossroads. We are in a period where the threat of Voluntary Student Unionism (If you don't know what that is,

you will soon) is greater than ever, HECS increases annually and where stupid rich kids are able to buy a university education,
making a complete mockery of any high school certificate. Money, rather than knowledge, is now the driving force of the tertiary
education.

Apathy abounds. Why shouldn't it? In a period where Centrelink isn't enough for those lucky enough to get it, students find

between study, work and what little socialising they can scramble together they have no time for activism or 'extra-cuiricular'

activities. Perhaps if students cared as much about world affairs as they did about scamming that extra buck to get just one more

drink then we would rival those students of the legendary '60s.

But why should we be politically active and trying to better society? Students simply don't care about that stuff anymore. Sure

the world is going down the shitter but it's not in our face so why should we care? But if you don't, then who will? We live in a

time where the same person who is an active member of Amnesty International also wears a pair of Levi's, one of the greatest
abusers of sweat shops. It is a paradoxical time to be alive. Ultimately you have to make up your own mind. (I know I have two

pairs of Levi's)

Even if university was arguably once about the pursuit of knowledge and is now predominantly about the pursuit of the dollar,

one thing remains: it is still a hell of an opportunity to have a fucking awesome time.

Later in this issue Mr. Prunty, who has recently graduated, speaks somewhat negatively of the university experience. How could

this possibly be the best time of our lives? Adults said that about high school, those that went also said it about university. I'll tell

you what though, no one ever reflects back and remembers the time they received the same huge paycheque they received every

year nor, believe it or not, do they remember that time when they stayed up all night studying, (unless of course the latter was a

freak occurrence)
Academia and being able to put food on the table are important, but they mean nothing if you haven't enjoyed yourself along
the way. Keep this in mind as you enter your new home. Whether here for the buck or the enlightenment (or both) make sure

you have something to tell your grandkids about... or something definitely NOT to tell them about. Whether it is rooting and

getting pissed with mates that pushes your buttons or being chained to a tree while yelling abuse at Bush (or all of the above

simultaneously), make sure you don't spend your whole time working and studying.

University is an experience, not an occupation and if you don't realise that, then I am sorry dear customer but you have wasted

your money already.
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NEW STUDENTS 0ET AHEAD 6ET A MENTOR !

It's fr««....ItJsflex)ble...Itis fun.....

If you h«ve just started your first year or you are new to The AHV then we con organise for you to have a later

year student mentor from your faculty for the first few weeks of term. While the program does not involve

academic mentoring, mentors can still pass on lots of information that you only get from being a student. Mentors

can:

+Help ypq find places and access ANU services and facilities

?Introduce you to other first year students

?Answer some of those questions: Where are the libraries? Where are past exam papers? Where to buy the

best coffee?

TO SI6N-UP: (We encourage you to sign -up a£ early as you can and online if possible)
^ Complete our online sign-up sh«ct at http://ViWW.anu.edu.au/sign/signup.htmI

' Complete our sign-up sheet at our booth during enrolment and O-week

/ If you hove any difficulties please contact the coordinator (Leanne) at Leanne .Paonne® onu ,-du .
ou or on

61250057,

|
DONT FORl' RTTO CilHCK OUT OUR wnr^lTR: http//: www, anu.edu.au /sign/
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Orientation week (or O-Week as it \s more fondly coined) is where you have a chance to (funnily enough)
orient yourselves to the university. However, the SA often puts a concerted effort into disorienting you

as well with parties and festivities occurmg every day. In the O-Week edition of we will have a

comprehensive guide from all the clubs, societies and lobby groups who wish to irttpW^you. Below is just

a wiff of what is to hopefully be one of the best weeks of your life.

THURSDAY 12

rEERUARY

9am to 5pm

Welcome Program for International

Students

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatres

?1 -6

MONDAY 16 FEBRUARY

11am

Welcome to the University
Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 1

rp/cfff/ejJiYc tred&WJti

12 noon to 1 pm

Introduction to the Faculty of Arts

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre

11.30 to 3.30

Introduction to the School of Music
School of Music Building

SttiDenT SerY'iceS'
?

9am to 12 noon

Centrelink Information Session

Students' Association Conference Room,
Student Facilities Building

1 pm to 5 pm

Introduction to University Study
Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 1

Contempt of the Court

A day of BBQs, bands, DJs, and general

stalls of fun to be held in and around the

University central Union Court.

Civic Central Crawl

The traditional OWeek heart starter of a

bar or coffee crawl in and around the hot

spots of Civic.

TUESDAY .17 rEERL/UQy

r ^/cat/em ir r/'eU ioai

10am

Introduction to the Faculty of Science

Chemistry Lecture Theatre, Chemistry Building

11am to 12 noon

Introduction to Physics, Photonics and

Astrophysics
Physics(Dunbar) Lecture Theatre

11am to 12. 30pm

Introduction to the School of Resources,
Environment & Society and the Department
of Earth and Marine Sciences. (Forestry,

Geography, Geology, Human Ecology and

Resource & Environmental Management
Programs)
Robertson Lecture Theatre, Research School

of Biological Sciences Building.

12 noon to 1. 30pm

Introduction to Psychology ,

[

Physics(Dunbar) Lecture Theatre, Psychology.

Building

12 noon to 1pm

Introduction to Chemistry (Including the

Chemical Magical Show)
Chemistry Lecture Theatre 1 , Chemistry
Building

1 pm to 2 pm

Mathematics, Majors and Interdisciplinary

Opportunities

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 3

2pm to 3. 30pm
Introduction to First Year Biology

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 3

1. 30 to 3. 30pm

Introduction to the Faculty of Asian Studies

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 4

StciDenT SerVlceS

9am to 5pm

Careers Centre Open House

Chifley Building ( entrance opposite the Gods

Cafe)

12. 30pm to 2pm

Becoming a Local

Students' Association Conference Room,
Student Facilities Building

4pm to 7pm

Mature Age Orientation

Counselling Centre Group Room, Health and

Counselling Building

Follow me to Fellows

A non-alcoholic day of unwinding and

socialising on one of the University's main

ovals to be decked out with jumping castles,

show rides, slippery dips, fairy floss, food, drink

and local artists to entertain.

Stars under the Stars

An open-air movie marathon lasting well into

the wee hours of the morning, byo picnic

essential.

WIEDNESIDaVT II § rEGEUARy

9am to 11.30am

For all New Graduate Students Orientation
and Welcome

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 3

2pm to 3pm

Introduction to the Faculty of Economics
and Commerce

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 1

3. 30pm to 4. 30pm

Introduction to Actuarial Studies

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 4

SttiDenT SerVlceS

11.30am to 12. 30pm

Careers Centre Information Session

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 2

12 noon to 1 pm

Surviving the System
Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 3

1pm to 2pm
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YOUR ? SALON ON-AMPUS

FRIENDLY EXPERIENCED TEAM OF STYLISTS

HAIR ? TO LISTEN TO YOUR NEEDS

STYLISTS ..SPECIALIZING IN CUTTING EDGE ^

STYLES & ALL TYPES OF CREATIVE COLOUR WORK
(

WHERE ? 1st FLOOR UNION

BUILDING® ANU

SIS FOR A COLOUR I

R U FOR REAL?? I

WELCOME OFFERIf I

RECEIVE 5 FOILS FOR $ ? 5.OO WHEN I

YOU HAVE YOUR HAIRCUT AT I

i ENIGMA STYLE 0 ANU I

mL (°n presentation of this ad) I

Sl^EE &. SIUDENI
|

DISeOJUMES AEPLY I

enigmastyte@lightningpl.net.au I

Surviving the'lnformation' System
Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 3

1pm to 3pm

Disability Services Unit Open HouseStudent

Facilities Building

All Day - Clubs and Societies Market Day
This is a must for all students!! There are

over 80 clubs and societies which cater for

everyone's extra-curricular interests. Come

along to discover the delights on offer so that

you may join the club or Society that interests

you.

Politics in the Pub

An opportunity to hear what our friends from

Capital Hill have to say on a not-so-serious

note. Held at the Uni Bar the pollies will have

stiff competition for our applause from the

oratory-interested ANU students who wijl give

us a taste of their skills with public speaking,

mock debates and maybe a bit of stand up.

TIHHJICSIDaVT 19 IflEIBCUAIPy

iiam to 12 noon

Introduction to Engineering
Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 5

12 noon to 1pm

Introduction to Information Technology and

Software Engineering

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 5

2pm to 6pm

Asian Studies New Postgraduate Students

Welcome

Baldessin Common Room, Baldessin

Precincts Building

2pm to 6pm
School of Music New Postgraduate
Students Welcome

School of Music Building

SttiDenT SerVlceS

10am to 11am

Introduction to the Academic Skills and

Learning Centre

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 2

10am to 12 noon

Academic Skills in Graduate Coursework

Study
Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 3

1pm to 2pm

Becoming a Local

Students' Association Conference Room,
Student Facilities Building

International Extravaganza
The beauty of summer is yet again used

to create an open-air festival of all things

international with food stalls, music and dance

performances from all our overseas students

and those with internationaliintelne-tsXs ;^^
». ? jW&r-'?:fz QMS

Jazz-Happy Hour
'

/;^;|;;v: J£J?\ f'rtz%^

From 5pm at the School 6f]i^siciBuiicling|l;@;^

The Band in the Bar

The biggest night on the calendar and ah

OWeek favourite where a band of the moment

performs at the Uni Bar.

If H51IDAT 2€ If BOICUAIEr

9am to 12 noon

Introduction to the School of Art

School of Art Building

2pm
School of Art

School of Art building

10am to 3pm

Centre for New Media Arts Welcome
and Orientation

Peter Karmel Building

12 noon to 2pm

Welcome to Law

Law Lecture Theatre, Law Building

2. 30pm to 5pm

Faculty of Economics and Commerce

Honours Orientation

Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 4

StuDenT SerVlceS

9am to 1pm
Introduction to University Study
Manning Clark Centre, Lecture Theatre 1

S^l4Acfnv64Ug

DanceFest 2004

In conjunction with the University Union

the mass of local and international DJ's

around will be mixing it up for us with a

backdrop of sunset and stars.

**§4TiJEDAy an

?7*t EiBicuAipy

Inaugural Anti-Ball Barn Dance

4 ball with a difference: no class! This

Jriight will involve cowboys, mechanical

bulls and more line dancing than you ever

thought possible.. _'?:-,-_

SUNDAY 7171 if EBICUAICy

That'll Do Pig, That'll Do

After all your hard work and enjoyment it's

officially time to stay in bed and rest, relax,

recover! For tomorrow is the beginning of

it all..,.

aTTfnt7t^fta(Ttftef^^-^feiii-ffl^l^rffe^y

fn75uarffflgsrt(terfiysTTgjai ED3XD(IjJ)to

Market Day. A great day for the whole

family to join crazy clubs such as the Young
Liberals
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The Following is what we call 'Yin-Yang'. It Is where -there are two opposing discussions on a specific

topic. This issue the topic \s you, first years, and telling you what University \s all about. By demonstrating
these two polar views we hope you can make up your own mind and, like Yin and Yang, create the perfect
balance of opinion.

Chris Prunty graduated from ANU with Arts and Commerce degrees in December ^ „

, ,

I am led to believe this special edition of 'Woroni' is geared towards you: the first-year student. Far from
desejjyjatrour

vitriol for

your ignorance and naTvete, you represent hope, youth and vigour, and should be treated with the oppositg^&isdam^vyhateVer
6 i

that is. P0' *'

Because I have an inability to empathise, and am egotistical, I wondered what I would have liked to Ijaye
known at

tjie ^ n

s

commencement of my degrees. What follows is the distilled product of my time at the ANU. I hopjiihat you won't/Speatthe,
° 5

o

,

ol '

mistakes I made. jiff ,%-%h ! ^il*,:
Don't believe anything television told you about university. I had conflicting images of kindly Oxpfd Dons and Api^hcan fratv, *°

*

houses running through my head when I came to the ANU. It is not like that. University is
nojpPfine

institution ufrt|-rtisfred by fh^

harsh realities of corporatism or the forces of evil, and it's not party central. Movies have
liejjfo

us, again. Youn1S|i'qr»de^f15eing0
involved in threesomes with leggy, Scandinavian sisters are no better here than

elsewherejjfcorry. ^f^^if^^ -- ^ ^

I was also under the misconception that uni offered you a gold pass to do whatever you
likjj|f

without facing the c-^€e$uenbeV V* ^t^;/^,
Sex, drugs, alcohol, rock and/or roll were meant to be cheap and readily available. I

thoujj|it university would
offe$||i£!ndi^^^^^

unique freedoms to live, learn and grow. It doesn't, not really. What it does offer is a mejls by which one can escaf^^e^rjgif/ ,

-

:^e\
real job for four or five years. m ^?J^^4!i^^V^^
University was also meant to be a time for experimentation of the political kind. It is a titee when you are free to listen td%jf{e!!ic^ fi^ir^i
J, wear red, boycott Nike and join a far left splinter group to protest against everything, mm the oppression of the proletariat!^ j-%^!/f|U
exploitation of the environment to the dominance of predatory oligarchs. In fact, you calf but why would you want to? Hippies, arfd?#v24f|?
those on the left, smell. 5
Avoid student politicians. These deluded individuals feel they are fighting for a (insert oil) feminist, socialist, Marxist, anarchist,

environmentalist, post-materialist future. Either that, or they feel having Student
Associllpn rep on their CV will help them placate

the dole-Nazis or impress the Australian Public Service upon graduation. 11

Telling people you are a 'student' is the best part about university. People who never wemjip uni, or those who went more than 20

years ago, think being a student is respectable and important. They are wrong. These p||ple have visions of you being either: a)
an intellectual giant slaying all in your path or b) a studious and hard-working individual desfeed to be a leader of tomorrow. The

fact that we are neither of these should not be made evident to anyone. ij| ^^St -

When choosing subjects, if the class has a lecture on a Friday, Monday or Thursday, or in th^fcn hours, disregard. ^^^K
Avoid going to class. Be aware that you need-not turn up to pass. According to my learned cdfi&ague, Damien Hollingsworth: ||£jpj a\

'learning the name of the bartender and the HBIHHH hippo that serves food in the
refecto^bvill help you pass more exams^° ^

than any lecture ever would.' After three weeks, you should have a pretty good idea of what you cllkskip and still pass. Any class
*'

^h.JJ
before midday qualifies as an automatic skip. You can skip anything after 4pm so long as you go tof||tini-bar instead, in fact, you

may skip a class at any time to go to the uni-bar and not feel guilty. If you are skipping a class to go to^^eft-left labour Marxist
socialist collective alternative' BBQ, and the beer is not free and plentiful then you, like uni, suck a great cB|k
To pass: hand stuff in. For many reasons, it is not in ANU's interest to fail you. If you feel disadvantaged by Trt^jestriction,
feel free to complain to anyone and everyone: it works. Don't forget, you are the customer, and the customer is STw|^s. right.

Redeemable assessment, supplementary exams, scaling and assessment schedules that weight your best work more^fe^vl^ 6

mean you are unlikely to fail. In some classes you get marks for just turning up. ^1™W^^^^^
Avoid the libraries. Go online. Remorselessly plagiarise one journal article and steal all the sources as your footnotes. Once

daunting 3000 word essays become surprising agreeable when this technique is fully utilised. The libraries also use some weird

cataloguing system which is beyond my (and therefore your) comprehension. If you really like books, then go to the good old ACT

public library service where the dewy-decimal system is still rockin'.

Be careful about buying textbooks. $300 bucks of daddy's money could more responsibly be spent at the bar. If you are in

the unfortunate position of having to pay for the books yourself, then at least wait till the last minute when all other avenues of

borrowing or stealing the required text have been exhausted.

After your exams, sell your old text books through the union bookstore. Spend the proceeds on drugs.
Establish a regular drinking group. Meet at least 2 times a week, 4 in first-year. Talk about how 'if these are the best days of our

lives I want to shoot myself and then drink until you can't stand up.

Don't trust mature age students. Never associate with anyone who is studying wymens studies. Never ask questions in lectures.

Don't trust anyone doing graduate law: it is likely these people have ambitions to change the world. Unfortunately, their sense of

social duty rarely extends to cleaning themselves. If you have the misfortune of being stuck next to one in a lecture, you will smell

like stale fish-fingers for a week. They are also fugly and in need of copious amounts of plastic surgery.

Either follow my advice, or don't, the choice is yours...
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Andrew Leopold is going into 3rd year Arts/Law and passionately loves university.

Chris Prunty is full of crap. There is so much to do at university and although I am only going into third year I have to say these

have been the best days of my life. It's sad that Prunty doesn't feel the same way. Obviously he just didn't get out there enougrrand
see what uni is really all about.

One thing I have to begrudgingly concede is Prunty's analysis of the academic side of uni. The truth is you really don't have to go
to class to pass uni. unless of course attendance is graded in the course. You can quite easily get by spending all your time doing

f
sweet fuck all. If you're doing this, and god knows I have, just keep in mind why you are at university. Remember that you are a

-

customer and that each class costs approximately $30. You are paying
for this education and how you choose to spend that education is up to

you, The university doesn't care, it's getting its money and most of the

- lecturers clorVt care either because there are still just enough interested

students toKeep them entertained. Hey, I'm no saint, but unfortunately,

as.your parents, would have probably told you, the more you put into it

'

'the more you get out of it Personally. I have put more into stuff other

.

1ftah academia over the course of my degree, and boy have I got more out of it.

Now Pfiinty t0lis you1 .that university isn't anything like a US frat house. Obviously he has never experienced the College life. Now,
? IVr* & GpHeg&boy {which College will remain nameless as I don't want to be charged for defamation) and I can tell you that pretty

much all. ^ sfiJtyQU i see in American College movies happens in Aussie residential Colleges. OK, they might not have been

,? SGa^ft^fett/'j&i^t; you 'have to fiiake some allowances. College life is just one big party every night of the week... if you let it be.

?

??/^??0j^f^:^^ Cfrnpce^ are better at uni than elsewhere because people are here for the experience... and experimentation is

'

d0ftnfey;a:;bis:f arl of the experience.

'?\f^n^SK^^ university is a time where you can branch out. The thing is, and I don't think Prunty would disagree
wilfa ir^^tj^'j^l^'tfie general, populous of students don't give a fuck about politics. And why should they? They are out having

. _s -gbod QrinA. «,-xr. -44fcpjttv0r th^y do to end |ip like Prunty and have a shit time. But I wouldn't go paying out those that do bother

-8&Qut'pbfesCi*Y-6r&&6n thaseSA people dhd other student bodies. Whether disillusioned or not they are passionate in what they

j /7fe8^:^J]^ What enables us,
;

'

.f^riic&j^^^
that we have

'&re-^^p(^^^i'cQhiihm the fight evien if we can't be

|
bothteEeSfc It ii&yQkirtt, th«ffi who knows what could or would

happW^^j^^'^rthiS'rrespecttherri even if I am not one

of them-
.'?/17j1*:!'V- V '?''??'.

Although i^^efybbiiy's ksttte of fish', there are many

clubs and societies that offer something different. From the

Japanimae cfub* to the Buffy club* to the medieval club where

you get to beat each Other with swords. There is something for

everyone, including nothing, which seems to be what a lot of

people like to do;
Unless you worK #, great cteal to support yourself, as many

sadly do, or are Stiff locked- up in your parents' house (For
fuck sake-get out already), university does give you a freedom

you can-have nowhere else. We have huge holidays where

!:
it should be compulsory to go on at least one road trip every

ij break. The experience you will never forget no matter how

tt#SSHfiW^*y°u ^° '*' 'Av''0' °*nsr *nan tns unemployed, has the

i-:!^^^pportunity to sleep in till mid-afternoon and also have the

luxury of avoiding peak hour traffic
(if you can call it that in

Canberra)? We are old enough to be treated like adults and

young enough to not have too much responsibility. What a time

to be alive! These are freedoms you should utilise as much as

possible.

I guess what I am trying to say is that Prunty's description of

university is not an inaccurate one. However it is not accurate

either. The fact is university can be what Prunty tells you if you
let it be, however it can also be Animal House or Road Trip or a

cathartic journey to inner wisdom. If I were you I would get out

there and do as much as possible. Don't graduate thinking that

university is shit like Prunty did. He wasted his time and money,
don't do the same. But ultimately, as Prunty states, the choice

is yours and that is probably the best bit about it.

...all the shit you see in American College
movies happens in Aussie residential Colleges.

OK, they might not have been Scandinavian

but you have to make some allowances

a/

eip you tit the pieces into

JL P'aCe

Check the NEWSFLASH on our website for the latest updates on accommodation for
2004

Visit the Accommodation Shopfronl next to the Commonwealth Bank in Union

Court for assistance and advice on finding rental accommodation.

Off campus accommodation -a list of accommodation wanted as well the latest share

accommodation available on our Mousing Online website:

http://accom.anu.edu.au/Housing_On!ine.asp
List your room for free!

ANU Rental Guarantee -

looking to rent a place of your own or to share but no rental

reference? Contact us about the University's rental guarantee scheme or visit the website:

http://accom.anu.edu.au/Rent_Guarantee.asp

Big 17, Brian Lewis Crescent

web: hUp://accoin.anu.edu,au

email: uni.accom^anu.edu.au

phone: 6125 H00(n51 100 internal)

University
Accommodation

Services
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Kylie and

arse split
in bitter

bikini row

Nescafe

really
does bring
people
together

Third year male student
concerned about first year
female student morals:
starts support group

ANU: Third year student, Chris Morgan,
has voiced his concerns over the morals

of first year female students this week.

His analysis of O Week has left Mr

Morgan disenchanted with the virtues

displayed by ANU newcomers.

In a bid to rectify this situation Mr

Morgan has begun 'Reach Out & Pick

Up' - a support group directed at this

demographic.
'Look, I'm just really worried about the

current moral climate. It's clear that these

ladies need a helping hand. And that's

what I'm here to provide', explained Mr

Morgan.
'I think that my influence on these girls

is exactly what's needed. I'm aware that

it's a sacrifice on my behalf, but it's a

sacrifice that I am more than willing to

make.'

Business Management major: not in it

for the money

ANU: Patrick Worthington-Smythe (20), business

management major at ANU, has appealed to his fellow

students to recognise the values of their degree for

purposes other than profit.

'I'm just sick of all this commercialism', stated Worthington
Smythe. 'It's not right that your average BM major is all

about cost profit percentages and ripping off the average
citizen. I mean really, there's a lot more to it than just the

cold hard cash benefits. That's what gets the profile sure,

but look at the other perks: it's a surefire way to pick up

chicks, it basically gives you a license to be an arrogant

prick, not to mention the credibility that comes from such a

worthwhile degree.'

Miss Universe Winner Talented

Alabama: Norway's Tiffany Bolshevik (16) has been announced Miss Universe

at a gala presentation in Alabama. Vivacious Miss Universe warmed the crowd

with her refreshingly honest acceptance speech.
'Look, I was a shoe-in to win this. I'm blonde, white, have legs up to my ears

and you could use my tits to skateboard off. Also, I think my pole dancing
routine while explaining Euclidean mathematics and their role in saving the

Amazon and its culture and natural diversity may have swung it for me.'

Ms Bolshevik's prizes included world airline tickets, clothing, an

entertainment system and James Packer's phone number.

Miss Uni

verse: Hones

ty finally goes
a long way
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Global Warming
Linked to Santa

Sydney: Scientists at the National Centre

for Global Warming have discovered a

causal link between Santa and rising

world temperatures.
The increasing practice of leaving a

bottle of beer for Santa on Christmas Eve

has had a devastating effect on the polar
ice caps', Dr Bruce Flood said.

'With an estimated 60 billion bottles of

VB, Budweiser, and other cheap beers

being transferred annually to the North

Pole it's just one year-long party. Santa

and his elves are chopping up the

reindeers and are believed to be on the

gas 364 days of the year. The heat from

the barbies, not to mention the reflection

from billions of discarded long-necks and

semi-naked elves is gradually melting
the polar floes. Just recently a section

of ice the size of Tasmania broke away
from the Antarctic. We think this was a

combination of bad 80s dance music

and a lewd reference to that island's

geographic shape'.

Scientists are urging Christmas hopefuls
to provide more appropriate gifts for

Santa, such as AA leaflets. MC

Santa: Merry or Alcoholic?

Man doesn't look

at his willy in the

morning
Trent Northerly (19) walked into the

bathroom, took off his clothes and

somehow neglected to flex his arm

muscles and admire the size of his penis
in the mirror.

'I just don't know how it happened,' Mr

Northerly said. I've been doing it for years.

Walk into the bathroom, rip the clothes off,

look down then look in the mirror and think

Ciod I m a stud . uunno really what went

wrong -

I' m gutted.'

Speaking to Woroni in an exclusive

interview, Mr Northerly said the

consolation was that reality had

established itself after a quick scrub in the

shower.

'At least when I saw the girlfriend I

remembered to whip the towel off, do the

old 'propeller' and call out 'woo hoo get

some of this girly'. MC

[?]
A Day in the life of King Johnny the Lilly-Hearted

08:30 Teddy and. I wake up as usual to go for our first

walk around the 'beaches. Teddy loves to look

over the Harbour in the morning.

09:00 Have breakfast with Teddy.

9:20 Have bubble bath with Teddy.

10:00 I meet with Cardinal Ruddock and the Sheriff of

Vanstone to discuss today's proceedings. More

foreign invaders: goodie ! They'll be put to the sword.

1 1 :00 Make sure Teddy has a good vantage point to view our

magnificent defeat of the menacing invaders.

12:00 Have vegemite sandwich for lunch: yummy !

13:00 The Sheriff of Vanstone informs me that our glorious navy is

ready to engage the invading peril... to battle!

13: 15 Our force of 3 Frigates and 2 Destroyers engage and make short

work of the enemies leaky bath-tub ! Hoor^r for Oztraylia!

15:00 Address the victorious troops with Teddy and pin medals on

their chests. I like medals and Teddy likes chests

16:00 Ring Emperor W on the big red phone and let

him know of our great victory today, he will

surely be pleased.

17: 00 Have dinner with Teddy and Steve Waugh !

He's my hero!

19:00 Teddy and I go to bed; another successful day in Fortress Oz !

MB

Chupa Chups:
The key

preventive
measure

against
violence during

Schoolies

Kids Shocked: Parents Know Best

Schoolies: Teenagers throughout Surfers' Paradise are in shock following

the realisation that the traditional program isn't what they actually sought
at Schoolies. The alternative schedule provided by parents and organisers
has been a marked success, with leavers choosing foam bubble parties and

jumping castles over the usual fare of drugs, sex and booze.

One teenager commented, 'I can't believe that Mum was actually right. I only

thought I wanted ecstasy and raving orgies, but when the organisers came

around with Whizz Fizz, I realised my terrible mistake.' The success of such

programs is evident from recent news coverage of the annual event.

Police seem happy with the change. Officer Turnbull stated, 'the organisers
should be really proud. Substituting lollies for physical violence has really

achieved its outcome. I've noted that the rate of fights really decreased when

I start passing around the chupa chups.'
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Modern Artillery - The Living End

Adam Brodie-McKenzie

The Living End is one of those bands you either love or

you hate. Personally I
am of the former group. I believe

that Chris Cheney's guitar playing is purely phenomenal,
their lyrics poignant and if you let them be, thought

provoking, and their style is one of the best to mosh to

ever. Other people consider them a stock punk band

dreaming of better days, and hypocrites, given the fact

they have supposedly 'sold out'. In a sense this is true if

you want to get all high and mighty
- but if you just want

to listen to some good Australian rock then fuck that! If it

is 'commercialism' that

concerns you, and you

prefer the hard rocking

days of 'Prisoner's of

Society' and 'Save the

Day' then chances are

you won't like Modern

Artillery. Produced by
the same chap that does

Blink 182, the album as a

whole has a much cleaner

sound that personally I

find inappropriate for their

music. Frontman Cheney
has claimed they have

tried to go beyond punk. To a certain extent they have done this

- whether it is successful or not is another thing. Happier major

songs like 'In the End' and 'So What' demonstrates this; the

latter has an evident country influence. However in an attempt to

join the electro/rock bandwagon in 'Short Notice', one must say
it fell flat on its face. For those yearning for earlier days 'Hold Up'

may bring some relief, even starting with the clinking of glasses
and raucous pub talk typical of the band. Throughout the album

they keep the same moshing beat going which can get tiring,

and Andy Strachan is unable to truly fill the drum boots of dearly

departed Joey Piripitzy. Unlike their last album, Modern Artillery

has received much critical acclaim. Personally, I donit think it

stands up to the last two albums, but it is still good. After all, it is

The Living End.

The Bridge to Holy Cross - Paullina Simons

Jodie Smith

When
I was halfway through this book my friend asked me what I thought of the prequel. With a confused look, I repeated 'prequel?' The prequel, The

Bronze Horseman, is the name of a statue in this book that the main characters repeatedly refer to. Whether this knowledge adds to the book or not,

I don't know. However I still enjoyed it. Set during WWII, Alexander is an American who grew up in Russia and is now assuming a Russian identity to

escape prosecution. In the meantime he sends his Russian wife Tatiana back to America to give their child a better life. The book pretty much follows

Tatiana's struggle to accept her husband's death, while Alexander remains in Russia, still alive and attempting to escape. This book is a borderline

romance novel but it isn't so corny (until the end which was a little disappointing). The author, taking into account an ignorant audience, often explains

the politics of the war, which at times gets a little tedious. I also give the author credit for not making the book entirely predictable (again until the end).

About two thirds of the way through, the book became tedious but was recovered well. Having read some of the author's other books, I think this is one

of her better novels and think it's worth a read. However, you should probably read the prequel, The Bronze Horseman, first.

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (2003)
- Directed by Marcus Nispel

Andy Hayllar

Where would the horror genre be without gardening equipment? Imagine
Jason without his machete, Freddy without his shears or the myriad of

vampire hunters without the common garden stake -

1 know, it's a scary

thought. As the title suggests, Texas Chainsaw Massacre transcends the

gardening tool sub-genre. The title of the film is in no way misleading, with

shock, awe and gore inevitably ensuing. Based on a true story (note the

word 'based' and query the word
'true'), Nispel's TCM, a remake of the 1974

original directed by Tobe Hooper, reflects nicely the arc of horror movies

produced in the 30-odd year period between the two productions. While the

original was raw, direct and about as subtle as a madman with a chainsaw,

the 2003 remake displays many of the conventions and associations of

the plethora of horror flicks produced during the eighties and nineties. For

example, when Leatherface (said madman with chainsaw) starts to sew

together the skin of his victims, we know he's seen Silence of the Lambs,
and when we see Erin (Jessica Beal) appear in a tight white top, thanks

to / Know What You Did Last Summer we know that later in the film it will

surely get wet. While the original helped spawn the horror renaissance

of the eighties and nineties, the remake draws extensively from it. The

remake is more cinematic and 'Hollywood' than its predecessor. This

said, the remake is a genuinely scary film, and quelled any latent desires

I may have to go to Texas or to befriend a tree surgeon, but is lacking

the immediacy and sledgehammer subtlety of the original. It has been

proposed among film scholars that when a genre becomes self-reflective

and begins to parody or re-imagine its own conventions, it has reached

its maturity. Does this mean that the

remake of TCM heralds the decline

of garden tool horror? Surely not!

There are still plenty of unexplored

plot possibilities locked away in the

back shed - what about The Woden

whipper-snipper murders? Hmmm...

perhaps the genre is doomed after

all.
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My morning jacket - It Still Moves

Sam Lonard

It Still Moves is the third album from the ever improving American outfit My Morning Jacket. It follows up from their

critically acclaimed album At Dawn, which saw the band really stretch their legs and start to find their groove. It Still

Moves sees the band continue this trend, but overall, the results aren't quite as breathtaking as on At Dawn. The

a|bum starts off strong, with tracks like 'Mahgeetah' and 'Golden' really showing off the extent of singer Jim James'

exceptional song-writing style. Fourth track 'Masterplan' is the standout track on the album, combining numerous

genres and even throwing in a hint of Moody Blues. Indeed, the tracks have a unique blend of country, indie and rock

stylings, and combined with James1 towering vocals, My Morning Jacket carves out a unique little niche for themselves

in the music world. Unfortunately. It Still Moves is full of holes, and after the first five tracks, really heads downhill.

In comparison to the first half of the album, the latter half of the album seems very dull, and the songs lack the

excitement and originality of the earlier tracks. Because of this, the album, clocking in at around 70 minutes already,

really drags, and by the time the album finishes, the thrill felt from the opening tracks is all but forgotten. Ultimately, It

Still Moves shows potential, but feels like it was rushed for an early release on their new label. If you are going to buy
this album, buy it on vinyl and whittle some scratches into side B.

s!7 sx? \\L „, X

Elf - Directed by Jon Favreau

Rouslun

It's that time of year: the incredible commercial extravaganza we know as Christmas. Oh right, and some families sit around a tree, play backyard
cricket and open presents. Most people will know Jon Favreau from his role opposite Vince Vaughan in the 1996 comedic study of late twenty

something night life, Swingers, which he also wrote. Favreau appeared again with Vaughan in the unofficial sequel Made (2001), this time writing
and directing. These films captured a cult audience's attention with the blazing, original dialogue and situation driven comedy. I know it's cliched to

describe anything this way, but it's black humour (think the funny bits in Pulp Fiction) and Swingers and Made are brilliant. Favreau's third film Elf

comes across as a gently adventurous Christmas story promoting fairly conventional themes of Christmas
spirit, family values and the virtues of being

yourself. In an orphanage on Christmas Eve one year, a baby crawls into Santa's sack of presents. Santa returns to the North Pole to declare another

successful year over when the unwitting hitchhiker makes his appearance to the workshop full of elfs, who decide to call him Buddy and keep him as

one ot their own. Will herrell plays Buddy the tit, the first of his A-grade main roles after Old School (also this year) and Zoolander (2001 ).
If you have

cable TV you may have seen episodes from some of the better seasons of Saturday Night Live when he and Bob Newhart (who plays Papa Elf in

the film) were members of the cast. If not, you are probably best familiar with Ferrell as Mustapha from Austin Powers, getting burned by Dr Evil and

calling for help from the incineration chamber. It's unfortunate that Buddy the Elf lacks depth on screen. As a comedic lead, Ferrell's characterisation

and energy are great, but he suffers from not having enough to do. The funniest bits of Buddy give the audience a glimpse of what Will Ferrell is

capable of, the best of which I think is when Buddy responds to the phone ringing in his father's publishing office by grabbing across the desk for

the receiver and answering 'Buddy the Elf: what's your favourite colour?' The themes may be standard
(I

don't know, maybe there is a Hollywood
Christmas-movie censorship board which determines what all the kids out there are going to be taught about Christmas), but Elf is made

interesting to watch by other elements. Christmas movies have a tradition of creating the North Pole with varying details and explanations.

Here Santa's workshop and his elves are magically constructed with an emphasis on style and detail reminiscent of the wondrous sets

from How the Grinch Stole Christmas or The Nightmare before Christmas. As Buddy's human father, James Caan's portrayal of a

cynical, emotionally dry publisher lost in a corporate world obsessed with money and deadlines borders on disturbing at times.

Buddy's romantic interest, Zooey Deschanel, is charismatic and engaging, playing the part of the dispirited department

store employee, made miserable by having to act cheerfully for the customers at Christmas. The film's subtle

portrayal of the evils of a commercial Christmas was what I liked most about Elf, though it is interesting to note

the product placements, which undoubtedly helped to finance it. E/f is a decent Christmas film with touches

of burgeoning talent and it gave me the confidence to make my own Christmas cards. Elf was seen at

Greater Union in Civic „_,

[?]

iggy

Pop
Skull Ring
J. Osterberg

Iggy Pop's latest solo album

Skull Rinq sees him teaming up

with a handful of miss-matched artists

and trying to recapture some of his old flair.

Music lovers will salivate at the reunion of Iggy ^

and The Stooges for the first time since Raw Power

in 1973, and indeed the songs written with the Stooges find

Iqqy hitting rare form. Sadly, the overproduction really takes a lot

of the power out of the songs, and the true essence of the songs is lost.

In direct contrast, The Trolls' brand of rock suits the production far more, but

they don't really have the quality of songs to boot. Peaches does her best to pull

Iggy towards progression with the pacey number

'Rock Show', but collaborations with Greenday
and Sum41 ultimately thwart her efforts. Ultimately, the

many collaborations on this album leave it feeling more like a

compilation album, and as such, very inconsistent. The 70's punk of

The Stooges, power pop of Greenday and Sum41 and the electro-punk of

Peaches just don't really sit well together. The sad thing about this is that

the standout track on the album is actually a 3 minute crooner of a track penned and

performed solely by Iggy. One can only sit and ponder what could have been if Iggy had the

confidence to go it alone. This is one of the better Iggy solo albums in recent times, but in trying to

please everyone, this cd will on the whole, please only a few.
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New environmentally-friendly wing for Bruce Hall
James Crouch

. In response to the student accommodation

shortage, Bruce Hall is set to open its new Packard wing in

February 2004, designed for senior ANU students.

The new wing will be one of the first to implement
the ANU's.Ecologically Sustainable Design guidelines.

Heating and hot water will be supplied though the use of

solar collectors which were designed by the ANU Centre for

Sustainable Energy Systems. Other environmentally-friendly
lecuuies inuiuge uuuuie-unuK corisirucuon ana waier-saving
showers and basins.

.

.
. The new wing will consist of 78 new rooms housing

approximately 90 residents. Of the 78. rooms, 59 will be single
rooms, 12 double/twin share, 4 dedicated to Residential

Tutors and 3 equipped to cater for students with a disability.

Reserved for students in their third year, preference will be

given in the first instance to current Bruce residents.

ANU Medical School readv to 20
Nic O'Neill

The 2004 academic year will see the first intake of around 80 domestic and 20 international postgraduate students

to the new ANU Medical School. The Medical School, whose foundation was announced in 2001, has been designed to

take advantage of the increase in demand for postgraduate education for health professionals, and the unique geographical
position of the ANU.

The ANU medical school will attempt to give students a strong theoretical knowledge base, underpinned by local

anu yiuucn ncaiui laaucs. i iu^ it- diincu iu piuuuue yiciuuditJb wnu ait; uuiTirniiieu iu uorripassionaie einicai neaiin care ana

the expansion of medical knowledge'.
ANU Vice Chancellor Professor Ian Chubb said that considering the 'outstanding international reputation for

medical research and medical science', of the ANU, the establishment of the medical school was 'a natural extension of our

programs'. The Dean of the Medical School, Professor Paul Gatenby agreed, stating that 'The new Centre will significantly

expand the University's involvement in postgraduate health education.'

[?]
Government repeals student loan scheme
Nicole McPherson

After failing in the Senate, the Federal Government achieved their aim on December 9th of abolishing the Student

Financial Supplement Scheme. The Scheme, whose abolishment the Government signaled in April 2003, aimed to give
students loans to fund their studies when there were no other financial options.

Opposition Senators agreed that the Scheme, which began in 1993, was flawed and not in the best interests of

Students. However, the Government plan to repeal it was blocked as it was seen that there was no other viable alternative

for disadvantaged students. With around 40,000 students having taken advantage of these loans, ALP Shadow Minster

for Children and Youth Affairs Jacinta Collins stated that 'Members of Parliament across all parties have been inundated

with letters from students savinq that whilst this scheme mav not be the most effective form of finance, it is critical to their

survival'

Minister for Children and Youth Affairs, Larry Anthony, however, said the scheme had become 'a debt trap for

students, especially indigenous students' with some loans attracting interest rates of up to 16 per cent. Mr. Anthony further

stated that '...it is in the best interests of students and tax payers [to] administratively close the Scheme.'

NUS National President Daniel Kyriacou agreed that the scheme had outlived its use, calling its abolishment a 'Great victory
for students and for student unions.' Mr. Kyriacou agreed that the Scheme was a 'debt trap', stating that 'In addition to

HECS payments students were often left paying 10 to 12 percent of their weekly income. The scheme left students from

disadvantaged backgrounds even worse off when they finally graduated'
Mr. Kyriacou welcomed the Minister's comments as acknowledging that 'Student debt is spiraling out of control.',

however, questioned how consistent this was with the actions of Minister for Education Dr. Brendan Nelson, '...who appears
to think increasing student debt will answer all of Australia's university problems'. The Scheme will close on January 1st,

2004.
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GOLF PUNK

M.C.D

ELWOOD
18 PEOPLE

PHOENIX ANNAHAR

WISH
LADAKH

Luori

CUT THIS ADO OUT TO RECEIVE 15% OFF ALL FULL PRICE STOCK*
STORE LOCATtONS - WOOEN PLAZA, CANBERRA CENTRE. WESTFIELD BELCONNEN S TUGGERANONG HYPEROOME.

Every Thursday @

$2.5D BASIC SPIRITS,

$3.DD LOCAL BEERS,

$3.OD CRUISERS.

Come and experience just what uni night is all about ?
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Visit us today and save! [Il^H M
? Official stockist for all 2004 ANU textbooks. ^— ^^Ji^i!*

j

? The Co-op Bookshop offers discounts of up to 10%* -

to members/ and anyone can join! |

? Textbooks receive an additional 8% ETSS rebate

until June 30, 2004/

? One stop text bookshop for all your 2004 text requirements.

? Largest range of general and academic books in Canberra.

? We also offer popular software packages at up to 70% off

rrp for students and academics.'

*

Membership and ETSS conditions apply
** Must show proof of academic membership or valid student card at time of purchase.

The Co-op Bookshop
Open 7 days, 9am to 5pm

^ I

Australian National University y^^P^lH^^^t I

Building 17. Union-Court; Canberra ACT 0200 /lT%f(ir^^^^iM !
Phone (02) 6249 6244 Fax (02) 6248 8949 ^^^L.jMEa__g^ '
E-mail anu@coop-bookshop.com.au ^^^SHHHB^^™ i


